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Q1. Choose the correct answer: 

1. A ______________ can be caused by cutting, crushing, or folding 

matter. 

      a) physical change           b) chemical change        c) change of state 

2. An ability to do work is called ___________. 

      a) force                          b) speed                         c) energy 

3. A simple machine that has a bar pivoting on a fulcrum is called 

___________. 

      a) wedge                        b) lever                         c) pulley 

4. A force that acts against motion is called ____________. 

      a) gravity                        b) friction                       c) velocity 

5. A chemical reaction between iron and oxygen forms a new matter 

called _____________. 

      a) rust                            b) tarnish                        c) alloy 

6. Energy from the Sun can change a liquid into a gas. The process is 

called __________________. 

      a) melting                        b) freezing                      c) evaporation 
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7. A mixture containing certain metals can be separated using ________. 

    a) evaporation                  b) filtration                     c) magnets 

8. Solids can be separated from a solution by using ____________. 

    a) evaporation                  b) filtration                     c) distillation 

9. All the following cause a change of state except   ____________. 

    a) boiling                          b)freezing                      c) rusting 

10. ______________ is a change in distance over time. 

     a) speed                          b) motion                        c) work 

 

Q2. Write (True) or (False): 

1. A change of state can be caused by heat energy.                   (   T    )  

2. Gravity is a change in position of an object.                           (   F    ) 

3. Energy in a physical change can be in the form of light or heat.(   F   ) 

4. Solids are often separated from a liquid by using a filter.        (    T   ) 

5. Speed is a change in direction over time.                              (   F  )  

6. A moving object has the energy of motion, called potential energy.  

                                                                                             (   F    ) 

7. The force applied to a simple machine is called effort force.    (    T   )       

8. Compound machines are made of two or more simple machines. ( T )                                                                                

9. Salt water solution is a poor conductor of electricity.               (   F  ) 

10. Energy can be transformed from one form to another.          (   T   ) 
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Q3. Match each sentence on the right to its 
meaning on the left. Write the letter in the blank: 

         

_C__ 1. a physical combination of two or   

            more kinds of matter 

A. kinetic 

energy 

_B__ 2. a change that begins with one kind 

             and ends with another    

B. chemical 

change  

_A__ 3. energy due to motion C. mixture 

_E__ 4. a force that pulls objects together. D. simple 

machine 

_D__ 5. a machine with only few parts E. gravity 

 

Q4. Write a scientific term that describes each 

sentence: 

1. A force that acts against motion                 friction 

2. a machine that is made of straight, slanted surface                                                                        

                                                             inclined plane 

3. a change of state from a solid to a liquid        melting 

4. a change over time in the speed or direction  acceleration 

5. two or more simple machines               compound machine 
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Q5. Fill in the blanks.  

1. Scissors   is a compound machine. 

2. Lever has a bar and a fixed point called   fulcrum. 

3. Each push or pull is a   force. 

4. Position   is the location of an object. 

5. Energy can be classified as _Kinetic energy  and  potential energy. 

6. Gravity   causes the pencil to fall to the ground. 

7. A   solution   is a mixture in which two or more substances are 

blended completely. 

8. When you combine peas and carrots in a bowl, you make a  mixture.  

 

Q6. Define the following: 

1. Physical change; 

a change that begins and ends with the same type of matter  

 

2. chemical change; 

  a change that begins with one kind of matter and ends  

  with another 
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  3. Potential energy; 

  the energy that is stored inside an object 

  

4. simple machine; 

  a machine with only few parts 
 

Q7. Answer the following questions:    

1.  What are some examples of simple machines? 

  . lever                 . pulley                      . inclined plane 

  . wheel and axle                . screw                   . wedge 

  

2.  Mention four forms of energy. 

  Thermal enrgy                 Mechanical energy                

  Electrical energy                Nuclear energy 

3. How are mixtures and solutions different? 

A mixture is a combination between two or more substances 

which are not blended completely, But solution is a mixture in 

which  all substances are blended completely. 

 

4. What happens when you stir salt into a glass of water? 

  It seems to disappear and forms a solution. 


